
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

___________________ too little enthusiasm, I wonder, as well as too
much?
1.

(one/not/have/?)
May one not have

Indeed, I __________ I know.2. (say)may say

No; it _______________ at once.3. (not/come)may not come

He ____________________ himself the momentary anxiety.4. (past/spare)might have spared

____________ what delicate little financial operations?5. (I/ask/?)May I ask

At any moment the blow _____________.6. (fall)might fall

___________________ the hours in the blandishments of lying courtiers,
or the honeyed falsehoods of a mistress?
7.

(he/not/waste/?)
May he not waste

There was a face there such as man _________________ on and be not
afraid.
8.

(not/look)
might not look

You _________ an authority in all of them.9. (be)may be

The attack _______________ place for many days.10. (not/take)may not take

________________ this office, sir?11. (I/not/beg/?)May I not beg

In a strange house anything _______________.12. (happen)might happen

It was with very sincere pleasure I heard of your appointment to the board
of treasury, as well from the hope that it _______________ disagreeable to
yourself, as from the confidence that your administration would be wise.

13.

(not/be)

might not be

________________________ one word of her?14. (why/we/never/hear/?)Why may we never hear

He ___________ the greatest harm to our country.15. (do)might do

It _________ weeks before we succeed.16. (be)may be
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______________________________________________ for the
mourning?
17.

(his wife's death/not/possibly/account/?)
Might not his wife's death possibly account

Do not whisper in company; do not engage in private conversation; do not
speak a foreign language which the general company present
_____________________, unless it is understood that the foreigner is unable
to speak your own language.

18.

(not/understand)
may not understand

He greedily hung over this treasure, which was not for his spending, yet
was his own-as though in a bank he had hoards of money which he
_____________________.

19.

(not/withdraw)might not withdraw

________________ your reason for so singular a course?20. (I/inquire/?)May I inquire
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